PROFESSOR BERMAN’S 2013 MIDTERM EXAM QUESTION  

	Mary Jane Sockarmum is a stay-at-home Oliwood mother of two teenagers; she was relatively active in the marijuana law reform movement in California during her college days in the 1990s.  Sockarmum was diagnosed with an anxiety disorder while struggling with her college schoolwork, and she discovered that smoking small amounts of marijuana enabled her to deal with stress effectively, and that she experienced fewer side-effects from marijuana use than from the anti-anxiety medications her doctor prescribed.  Influenced by her personal experiences, Sockarmum helped the California campaign for Proposition 215 (the Compassionate Use Act of 1996), an initiative approved by California voters to allow persons with a valid doctor’s recommendation to possess and cultivate marijuana for personal medical use.  

	Over the last 15 years, Sockarmum has continued to grow small quantities of marijuana for her own use to help deal with her anxiety disorder, first in California and then in Oliwood after her move to that bucolic state in 2010.  (Oliwood passed its own medical marijuana initiative in 2008, and Sockarmum’s cultivation and use of marijuana has always been in compliance with state law.)  Ever since having her twin boys in the late 1990s and especially since moving to Oliwood, however, Sockarmum has sought to keep relatively secret her marijuana use and her views about the drug’s potential benefits.  But after seeing two states in 2012 legalize marijuana for recreation purposes, Sockarmum has started talking more about marijuana law reform in her community, and she has started to donate money to organizations advocating that marijuana be legalized and regulated like alcohol in Oliwood and throughout the United States.  

Part (A) – 20 minutes

	Mary Jane Sockarmum has come to speak with you upon learning that some prominent opponents of marijuana law reform are conducting a town-hall-style meeting with local politicians at a community center in Oliwoodville.  Sockarmum says she is planning to talk about her personal experiences with medical marijuana at this gathering, and that she would like to make a broader argument that Oliwood should no longer criminalize recreational marijuana use but instead regulate the drug like alcohol is now regulated.  Mary Jane Sockarmum emphasizes in her discussion with you that Oliwood’s citizens and elected representatives always seem especially interested in, and responsive to, arguments for legal reforms that focus on public safety and how the future in Oliwood can be improved for the benefit of all citizens.  

	Mary Jane Sockarmum then asks you to prepare for her a brief outline of key talking points she might usefully stress at this town-hall-style meeting in her efforts to advocate for further marijuana law reform in Oliwood.  She wants an outline of the most important forward-looking policy arguments --- including the strongest arguments both for reform and against full marijuana legalization --- which is attentive to the reality that Oliwood citizens and their representatives are always most concerned about public safety and about how the future in Oliwood could be improved for the benefit of all its citizens. 

	(Knowing you are a busy person, Sockarmum says she does not want you spending too much time on this matter, especially because she is going to use your outline simply as a personal “talking points” reference memo at the town-hall meeting.  She urges you to consider a bullet-point format or other short-hand form to effectively set out your insights for her use and benefit at the town-hall gathering.)


Part (B) – 40 minutes

	You are watching the local TV news on the night of the town-hall meeting that Sockarmum attended, and you are surprised to see a report about a local woman who was arrested at the event.  Minutes after you see this story on the local news, you receive a phone call from Mary Jane Sockarmum; she tells you that she has just been released by the Oliwoodville police.  

	Mary Jane Sockarmum reports that, feeling extra anxious, she had spent much of the day smoking marijuana (and drinking wine) before she walked over to the community center for the evening town hall gathering.  A very large crowd was at the event; Sockarmum at first listened patiently to all the scheduled speakers and other citizens, but she found herself getting enraged when some speakers asserted that people who seek medical marijuana are just looking for an excuse to get high, and when others claimed that teenage marijuana use would increase dramatically if the drug was fully legalized.  

	Provoked by these claims, Mary Jane Sockarmum stormed the podium carrying a backpack she had brought with her.  Sockarmum pulled out four large baggies, loudly telling the crowd that three were filled with marijuana and the other was filled with $100 bills.  Sockarmum said that failing to legalize and regulate marijuana actually made it easier for teenagers to access the drug, and then she tossed the baggies she said were filled with marijuana into the large crowd.  Sockarum then said Oliwood was wasting money with pot prohibition, and she took out a lighter and set the baggie filled with bills on fire.  

	Mary Jane Sockarmum tells you that, in fact, three baggies were filled with oregano and the other was filled with pretend money, and that she had planned to quickly douse the baggie she had set on fire.  But the crowd believed real marijuana was being thrown about and that real money was being burned.  While many in the crowd started fighting with each other trying to grab the baggies they thought were filled with marijuana, a few others charged Sockarmum at the podium.  The first person to arrive tackled Sockarmum, which resulted in her dropping the still-smoldering baggie to the floor at the feet of an elderly woman.  Scared, the woman jumped out of her seat, tried to flee, but then tripped and broke her leg in a fall.  In addition, a number of folks who fought over the baggies tossed to the crowd suffered a number of scrapes and bruises before everyone realized that the baggies only contained oregano. 

	Mary Jane Sockarmum tells you that an Oliwood prosecutor told her she was going to be charged under a new criminal statute passed in the fall of 2009 after a series of disturbing incidents in which unruly protestors burst into town-hall meetings organized to discuss health-care reform proposals.  It reads: 

OLIWOOD CRIMINAL CODE § 911.12:  Disturbing a Lawful Meeting:  No person shall knowingly obstruct or disrupt through inappropriate behavior the conducting or activities of a lawful meeting or gathering.  Whoever violates this section is guilty of “disturbing a lawful meeting” and subject to a fine of up to $5000.  If the disturbance results in physical harm to another, violation of this section is a misdemeanor subject to up to one year of imprisonment.

	Sockarmum tells you that she has considered hired a constitutional law expert to consider a possible constitutional defense to any charge.  But, knowing you are an expert in Oliwood criminal law, Sockarmum has asked you to first provide her with a memorandum discussing whether and how she might possibly avoid liability under this statute.  She wants to know, based on these facts and the applicable law, the primary arguments you could make in trying to establish that she is not guilty under OCC § 911.12, and your candid views on whether these arguments are likely to prevail.

